Microsoft 365 & Teams
Risk Assessment
Improve your Microsoft 365 security posture

Our free assessment will quantify and visualize your M365 data exposure,

Sample Findings

detect abnormal data access, and provide insight into your security posture.

It’s hard to protect what you can’t see
Varonis highlights collaboration risk that is impossible to pinpoint using

479K
sensitive records found in
M365 Teams sites

built-in M365 security tools.

This assessment will help you:
• Quantify your Microsoft Teams risks and visualize your M365
attack surface

8,125
sensitive records exposed
publicly via anyone links

• Uncover backdoor Teams access
• Identify folders and files shared with guest users, external users,
or anyone online
• Alert on suspicious activity in Teams, Exchange, SharePoint, OneDrive,
Exchange Online, SharePoint Online, and Azure AD

21
users storing PII in their
personal OneDrive

“OneDrive is huge, and its current monitoring capabilities are limited. We need the
visibility and insights Varonis provides—especially in terms of what data people are
storing and a forensic trail we can follow if they start saving data to personal drives.”
Sr. Security Analyst, Top U.S. Airline
READ THE CASE STUDY

How it works
• Our platform collects and analyzes metadata from your Microsoft 365 tenants and onpremises systems to ensure only the right people have access to critical data, all use
is monitored, and abuse is flagged.
• We map where sensitive data lives within your environment and show you where
there’s excessive access, security risks, and gaps in compliance.
• Machine learning algorithms learn how each user and device behaves and will alert
you to abnormal access to sensitive data—whether it’s a ransomware group, insider
threat, or nation-state.

Non-intrusive, fast, and hassle-free
• Our dedicated engineers will do all the heavy lifting for you, including setup,
configuration, and analysis.
• Varonis doesn’t use endpoint agents and won’t slow you or your system down.
• We can monitor billions of events per day without impacting performance.
• Our free Incident Response Team is available to investigate and respond to threats.

The results are yours to keep
• You’ll receive a detailed report from the Microsoft 365 Risk Assessment with key
findings and recommendations to improve response and recovery.
• This report shows you where sensitive data is exposed along with other potential
vulnerabilities.
• Our engineers will sit down with you to review the report and explain each result,
providing you with personalized recommendations for where you can improve your
security posture.

Schedule your free Microsoft 365 & Teams
Risk Assessment
The easiest way to improve your Microsoft 365 security is with our free,
engineer-led assessment.
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